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A Gift Of Prophecy Jensel
Reychel thought she was finally free. She was wrong. Everyone saw her gift of prophecy as a blessing, but her gift is
uncontrollable. No one alive can teach her to manipulate her unique gift and the answers she needs lie buried within a madman's
journals. She's thrust in the midst of a brewing war and the only uniting factor for her people is their belief in the Prophet. Will
Reychel learn to control her gift or will she be forced to deliver a false prophecy that could lead her people into a violent,
unwinnable war?
Book Two in The Cloud Prophet Trilogy (Book One: Anathema - FREE on Kobo!) (Book Three: Severed) Reychel thought she was
finally free. She was wrong. Everyone saw her gift of prophecy as a blessing, but her gift is uncontrollable. No one alive can teach
her to manipulate her unique gift and the answers she needs lie buried within a madman's journals. She's thrust in the midst of a
brewing war and the only uniting factor for her people is their belief in the Prophet. Will Reychel learn to control her gift or will she
be forced to deliver a false prophecy that could lead her people into a violent, unwinnable war? Also by Megg Jensen
http://www.meggjensen.com Cloud Prophet Trilogy: Anathema Oubliette Severed The Swarm Trilogy: Sleepers Afterlife The
Sundering The Song of Eloh Saga encompasses all of the books above
Nothing has captured the imagination and conjecture of the people more than that of the Apocalypse, as this is found in all the holy
books of the world. The Christians are awaiting the advent of the Antichrist and the Beast which is to precede the return of Jesus
Christ and Armageddon. Here, for the first time, Dr. Leland Jensen brings to life the amazing visions of Jeane Dixon, adding an
entire New Dimension to this subject and revealing the fulfillment Jeane's most outstanding vision: "THE CHILD OF THE EAST."
In A Gift of Prophecy it states: "Visions which come to Mrs. Dixon are unchangeable, because they represent the will of God. The
coming event cannot, consequently, be prevented" (p. 155). Therefore, the reading public is waiting for the fulfillment of these
visions.In this book, for the first time, "THE CHILD OF THE EAST" has been definitely identified. Jeane states that: "The world as
we know it will be reshaped and revamped into one without wars or suffering... he will bring together all mankind in one allembracing faith. This will be the foundation of a new Christianity, with every sect and creed united through this man who will walk
among the people to spread the wisdom of the Almighty Power" (A Gift of Prophecy, pp. 171, 172). This book represents not only
his amazing credentials, but gives his interpretations of some of Jeane's other visions such as the Snake and her two visions that
she had in St. Matthew's Cathedral. Also by using Jeane Dixon's Criteria, he definitely identifies the Antichrist and slays him with
the sword of his mouth. He also exposes the Beast and Dragon prophesied to come in the Book of Revelation. This is all backed
up by the most realistic and accurate proofs.The Bible and the Great Pyramid come alive and become clear as crystal. This will
excite the reader to new horizons, especially what "THE CHILD OF THE EAST." has to say of what is to take place next! He will
become the most talked about person in the world and what he has to say will be of the most discussed subjects. It will be a
common conversational piece. Everyone will get in on the act; no one will be able to remain neutral. Everyone will take sides,
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either for or against. As the events that "THE CHILD OF THE EAST" has predicted take place just exactly as he stated, ultimately
everyone in the world will become a believer; there will be mass conversion."Attempting to describe her own sensation, Jeane
says: "I felt suspended and enfolded, as if I were surrounded by whipped cream. For the first time I understood the full meaning of
the Biblical phrase, 'My cup runneth over.' I loved all mankind. I felt that I would never again need food or sleep, because I had
experienced perfect peace" (A Gift of Prophecy, p. 172).It will be just like Jeane said. Read this book and find out for yourself.
On their sixteenth birthday, twins, Nick Jensen and Terry Warrington, each receive one last gift from their dead mother. Sixteen
years earlier on the night she was murdered, she had two items in her possession, a bracelet engraved with twenty-three random,
unevenly spaced Minoan letters and a ring with five symbols representing the elements of Water, Wind, Fire, Earth and Aether, the
one Element impervious to all others. Terry, who possesses all four Elements, appears to be the One spoken of in the 8th Mayan
Prophecy. Due to Nick's influence, however, he rejects Alastor Thanatos' offer to serve as his mentor. But does his choice have
repercussions, not only for his brother, but for the rest of the clan as well? Nick has lost all of his powers and is helpless to do
anything when Terry's old posse is sent to attack him. He ends up badly burned and near death. In order to save him, the Clan
returns to Greece to enlist the aid of Ligeia, Thanatos' Minoan translator. When they are caught, they lose the precious time they
need to save Nick. Only after Terry consents to allow Thanatos to mentor him are they allowed to leave. But is it too late?As the
teens solve the mystery of the bracelet and ring, strange events begin to occur. Clues left by the twins' mother lead them back to
the sacred Mayan temple at Cholula near Puebla, Mexico. There they find still more cryptic messages that they will need to
unravel before their final show down with the person who possesses Aether.Thanatos and the Inner Sanctum are determined to
break the influence the Clan has on Terry, even if it means eliminating them. But unbeknownst to the World Council leader, Terry
has kept secrets from him, as well as, from members of the Clan. The key questions are on which side will Terry choose to fight,
and which person close to the twins will commit the ultimate betrayal predicted in the final Mayan prophecy?
????:History of freedom of thought
An internationally recognized scholar highlights the important role the North African church played in the development of Christian
thought. This accessible introduction brings Africa back to the center of the study of Christian history by focusing on key figures
and events that influenced the history and trajectory of Christianity as a whole. Written and designed for the classroom, the book
zeroes in on five turning points to show how North African believers significantly shaped Christian theology, identity, and practice
in ways that directly impact the church today.
?????The Sneaker???????? ???????!!????????????? ???????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????
?????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????
"The Child of the East"Jeane Dixon was Right
?????? 2
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????:Le juif errant
On their sixteenth birthday, twins, Nick Jensen and Terry Warrington, each receive one last gift from their dead mother. Sixteen years earlier
on the night she was murdered, she had two items in her possession, a bracelet engraved with twenty-three random, unevenly spaced
Minoan letters and a ring with five symbols representing the elements of Water, Wind, Fire, Earth and Aether, the one Element impervious to
all others.Terry, who possesses all four Elements, appears to be the One spoken of in the 8th Mayan Prophecy. Due to Nick's influence,
however, he rejects Alastor Thanatos' offer to serve as his mentor. But does his choice have repercussions, not only for his brother, but for
the rest of the clan as well?Nick has lost all of his powers and is helpless to do anything when Terry's old posse is sent to attack him. He
ends up badly burned and near death. In order to save him, the Clan returns to Greece to enlist the aid of Ligeia, Thanatos' Minoan
translator. When they are caught, they lose the precious time they need to save Nick. Only after Terry consents to allow Thanatos to mentor
him are they allowed to leave. But is it too late?As the teens solve the mystery of the bracelet and ring, strange events begin to occur. Clues
left by the twins' mother lead them back to the sacred Mayan temple at Cholula near Puebla, Mexico. There they find still more cryptic
messages that they will need to unravel before their final show down with the person who possesses Aether.Thanatos and the Inner Sanctum
are determined to break the influence the Clan has on Terry, even if it means eliminating them. But unbeknownst to the World Council leader,
Terry has kept secrets from him, as well as, from members of the Clan. The key questions are on which side will Terry choose to fight, and
which person close to the twins will commit the ultimate betrayal predicted in the final Mayan prophecy?
?????????????????????????????????,?????????????????????
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